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Straight Talk with Sandra Reich
Thursday at 3 PM Pacific

Tune in

January 28th 2016:Positive Aging with Passion and Vigor!
Powerhouse- superstar radio host Patricia Raskin joins
Sandra to discuss positive aging with passion and vigor, living
your dreams at any age and finding your true calling. Patricia
shares her own process and her upcoming book on this topic
and really brings home the reality that it is truly is never too late
to live your dreams and with great joy and success. The
psychological aspects of how to do this and how to deal with
challenges will be discussed as well. This will be an inspiring
hour of Straight Talk for anyone who ever felt it is too late to
reach for their stars... IT IS NEVE
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Thursday at 3 PM Pacific Time on
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Featured Guest
Patricia Raskin
Patricia Raskin, host of The Patricia Raskin Show, is a nationally recognized, multimedia radio talk show host and podcast coach, producer, speaker and author. She is
recognized as the “powerhouse voice” behind lifestyle, health and wellness,
inspirational, and personal growth talk radio. A “positive media” pioneer for over 35
years, Patricia has been serving as a catalyst for creating positive change through
programs that focus on the positive side of life. Patricia helps listeners turn their
obstacles into opportunities and challenges into solutions to make their dreams come
true through her renowned interviews with 'the best of the best'. Patricia has
interviewed nearly 3,000 guest
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